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Overview

1. Fermentation Oxygen addition

2. Ullage Management

3. Bottling Oxygen management



Fermentation Air Additions

• Since 2014
• 100T SWAPs sinter on pump over
• Vinimatic fermenters

• Automated air addition
• Air through rotary coupling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back in 2015, Martin and I presented our results at the timeWe were having to manually lock out rotaries. Which was a pain, as these tanks had the highest incidence of reductive compound occurance.We were adding oxygen via cylinder, but locking out the vessels to prevent them getting tangled with the attached gas hoses. As you’re all aware, vintage labour is a tight resource, but managing these vessels was requiring lots of labour, just to stop them going bad. Randall and the guys from A&G assisted us with designing a new rotary coupling/brine collector for the tank with an additional path for filtered compressed air. This meant that we could still control the flow and supply of air from our PLC, without having control valves and flowmeters on the rotating vessel iteslf. 



Fermentation Air Additions

• We implemented a 
automated addition 
system around rotation 
recipes. 

• How much to add?
• When?
• Could we measure it?
• What about DO?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Running at 20L/minNoticed some bruised apple characters (acetaldehyde) so backed off addtionsThe system adds air for the designated time prior to rotation. Considerations – while the tank is upright, the valve is open meaning we don’t over pressurise the vessel; by adding prior to the rotations we can maximise the air that doesn’t dissolve in the ferment and is in the headspace then has a second chance to be absorbed; this allowed better mixing to better distribute the air post gas addition. Additionally it was straight forward to programAfter this we then had to figure out how much was the right amount. Initial trials back in 2014 and 2015 showed that on a large vessel and isolating the tank we weren’t able to put too much gas into a tank. This system gave us more ability to deliver as we weren’t having to lock out and interrupt the rotation cycle. Initial results from measuring dissolved oxygen showed that the uptake from the yeast was so rapid we wen’t able to measure effectively. Additionally our DO meters were better suited to clean wines rather than ferments full of solids, so measuring became problematic. 



Redox

• Redox potential

• What is Redox?
• Oxidation Reduction Potential
• “It’s like pH…….

……….but different”
• It’s the measurement of active electrons in 

a solution (units mV)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Several discussions with Roger Boulton led us to investigate utilising Redox measurementFirstly, what is Redox? I realise that we aren’t all chemists in the room, so I’ll keep it simple. 



Inline Measurement

• E+H ORP Memosens sensor in a 100T SWAP 
fermenter 

• This was the same fermenter we used for our 
oxygen addition trials 



Redox Trend Data

Green – Redox
White – Air addition timer
Purple – temp S.P
Red – temp PV

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Starts with a redox of around 300mV when saturated with Air post crusherAir addition steps were adding around 10mV. Can’t maintain for whole ferment but keep it up as long as possibleRoger Boulton suggesting over 100, or even 200 will reduce formation of reductive compoundsManaged to keep positive through air additionObviously much harder to do in larger vessels



What can we do with it?

• Cater oxygen addition to ferment dynamics

• Maintain a baseline redox value during 
fermentation

• Increase yeast and ferement health to 
minimise sulfide formation, improve tannin 
cross linking

• Identify when we had a problem

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The use of redox has enabled us to cater the oxygen addition to fermentsWe were able to maintain basline levels during fermentation which had low sulphide formation in tankWe did find that there were several ferments where the redox was going down despite the solenoid being open. This identified an issue where feremntation solids were fouling the aeration sinter preventing the air getting into the ferment



What next?

Vintage 2019 – new probe in storage tank

• Monitor micro-ox

• White wine fermentation



Dissolved Oxygen management

• Maintain O2 at surface below 0.5-1%

• Best done with a constant flow at surface
• Use telescopic spears on storage tanks
• Buffer tanks more challenging
• Floating gas dispensers

• Dry Ice can be useful for purging a space, 
but not for long term coverage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don Allen – Wine Technology and the pursuit of quality



Prebottling Oxygen Management

• Pretty much every tank will be on ullage
• Continuous Flow
• Removing all of the oxygen requires a lot of 

inert gas (3-5 times volume)
• 12,000 bottles /hr = 200 bottles / min

• 150L/min of wine removed from tank
• Remove operator error

• Level sensors linked to ullage 
management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then consider 3-5 times that number and its in the order of 25-40 m3/h



Prebottling DO management

• Gas contactor membranes
• DO management
• CO2 correction at last point possible
• N2 removal prior to filling

• Multiple units on the market now
• Varying levels of control and automation



Filler DO management

• Minimising TPO in bottle
• Measuing at line is critical
• Multiple steps including

• Low DO in wine
• Filler tank 
• Pre-evac
• Headspace
• Closure 

• Don’t waste inert gas where it’s not needed 
or is ineffective
• Bottle rinsing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bottle rinsing difference was 0.007 mg/LTPO pickup on a 0.2 ppm wine to <0.8 TPO – which is less than 0.4ppm DO in unshaken sample



Inline DO Measurement

• Pick up high DO’s before and during 
packaging

• Minimise packaged stock out of spec
• Identify issues with process

• Prebottling ullage 
management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Usually related to a leaking sealParticularly on a vac filler where line is under negative pressureWe were having issues with high DO’s at the end of some wine runsTheories were that operators opening doors were allowing oxygen inTiming didn’t seem rightUsing inline and portable oxygen meters the interface was found to be the cause. We found  that we used to have a high-tech system that would put a high volume burst of gas in the tank neck every 5 minutesBy monitoring and integrating the DO concentration over fill volume we could acertain total oxygen at the end of the run and reduced it by



Main points

• Oxygen addition during fermentation
• Redox to maximise benefit of oxygen addition
• Gas transfer membranes for gas 

management
• Ullage management
• Online DO measurement
• Minimising TPO pickup in bottle
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